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A manifestly covariant equation is derived to describe the second order perturbations in topological
defects and membranes on arbitrary curved background spacetimes. This, on one hand, generalizes
work on macroscopic strings in Minkowski spacetime and introduces a framework for studing in a
precise manner membranes behavior near the black hole horizon and on the other hand, introduces
a more general framework for examining the stability of topological defects in curved spacetimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perturbations have been extensively used in studing
the physical properties of topological defects and rel-
ativistic membranes. The interest in perturbative ap-
proaches has, at least, a twofold motivation. First, topo-
logical defects of one form or another are inevitably
formed during phase transitions in the early universe.
Their cosmological implications, however, appear to de-
pend sensitively on their stability with respect to per-
turbations. Guven, in the approximation of Garriga and
Vilenkin [6], has introduced a framework for examining
the stability of topological defects moving in a general
curved background spacetime [7]. His approach to per-
turbation theory was to expand the action describing the
evolution of the defect in a manifestly covariant way out
to first order around a given classical solution. Secondly,
let us consider the motion of a membrane in curved back-
ground spacetime. This system is endowed with con-
formal symmetry on the world sheet and the membrane
equations of motion are supplied with corresponding con-
straints. The symmetry and the constraints underline the
fact that only the transverse membrane motion is phys-
ical. Therefore the actual physical degrees of freedom of
a membrane are less than the dimensions of spacetime.
There are two alternatives open: Either work with all
degrees of freedom and check at every stage of the calcu-
lation that the constraints are satisfied; or work directly
with the transverse degrees of freedom. Choosing the sec-
ond approach there is a price to be paid, the membrane
equations of motion become nonlinear. However, that
is not really a problem in a perturbative scheme where
the equations of motion are to be solved order by order
in the expansion around the zeroth order unperturbed
membrane.
Until now only first order perturbations around the
zeroth order membrane and string in arbitrary curved
background have been considered [2, 4, 5]. This is per-
fectly enough for many purposes, but in certain cases
it is necessary to consider also the second order pertur-
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bations. For instance, considering small perturbations
around a contracting circular string, it is easy to see that
there is no contribution to the total conserved energy to
first order; the first order contribution simply integrates
out. The first nonzero contribution (besides the zeroth
order contribution) to the total energy is quadratic in
the first order perturbations, but then also second or-
der perturbations must be included for consistency, since
they contribute to the same order. One of us (AN) in
collaboration with A. Larsen managed to generalize the
results for first order perturbations to second order per-
turbations but in flat backgrounds [10].
The purpose of the present paper is to derive a man-
ifestly covariant equation to describe the second order
perturbations in a membrane on arbitrary curved back-
grounds. In order to do this we exploit the kinematical
framework of Capovilla and Guven [1] for describing de-
formations of an arbitrary world sheet. This language
provides us a geometrical approach to the description
of perturbations. Within this framework, the equations
of motion and both the equations of motion describing
perturbations about classical solutions and equations of
motion for the second order perturbations can be con-
structed in lego block fashion, by assembling the various
kinematical ingredients.
The paper is organised as follows. To establish our
notation we begin in section II by summarizing the well-
known classical kinematical description provided by the
Gauss-Weingarten equations of an embedded timelike
world sheet of dimension n in a spacetime of dimension
n+p, in terms of its intrinsic and extrinsic geometries [1].
In this same kinematical spirit, in section III, we describe
the deformation of the world sheet. There are analogues
of the Gauss-Weingarten equations which are useful for
identifying the structures associated with such deforma-
tions. In section IV we apply this kinematical framework
to Nambu action and reproduce the corresponding equa-
tions of motion. In the same section we discuss the equa-
tions of motion describing first order perturbations on
arbitrary curved backgrounds and improve the pertur-
bative expansion by including second order terms. We
conclude in section V with a brief discussion.
2II. MATHEMATICS OF SUBMANIFOLDS AND
EMBEDDINGS
In this section we provide an overview of the well-
known mathematical description of the world sheet of a
membrane viewed as an embedded surface (submanifold)
in a fixed background spacetime (manifold).
Let M be an n + p-dimensional manifold, N an n-
dimensional manifold and θ : N → M is an imbedding.
The image θ (N) of N is said to be a submanifold of M .
If {xa} , a = 1, · · · , n, are differentiable coordinates on
the manifold N , then the submanifold θ (N) can be given
locally by the equations
yµ = yµ (xa) , (µ = 1, · · · , n+ p) (1)
where yµ are differentiable functions of the variables xa
and the rank of the matrix
(
∂yµ
∂xa
)
is equal to n. The n
vectors
ea :=
∂yµ
∂xa
∂
∂yµ
≡ yµ,a∂µ (2)
form a basis of tangent vectors to θ (N) at each point
of θ (N). The compoments of the induced metric on the
world sheet is then given by
γab = gµν
∂yµ
∂xa
∂yν
∂xb
= g (ea, eb) . (3)
Consider the vectorN j = nig
ij , with ni the ith unit, to
be orthogonal to all the vectors tangent to θ (N). Then
if {ea} , a = 1, · · · , n are a basis of tangent vectors to
θ (N), {ea, ni} (where {ni} , i = 1, · · · , p,) will be lin-
early independent and can be used as a basis for the
spacetime vectors of M . The components of g with re-
spect to this basis will be
gµν =
(
g
(
ni, nj
)
0
0 g (ea, eb)
)
. (4)
As the metric g is assumed to be non-degenerate, this
shows that g
(
ni, nj
)
= gµνniµn
j
ν 6= 0. So one can nor-
malize the normal forms
{
nk
}
to have unit magnitude,
i.e. gµνniµn
j
ν = δ
ij . Thus
{
nk
}
defined by
g
(
ni, nj
)
= δij , g
(
ea, n
j
)
= 0. (5)
Normal vielbein indices are raised and lowered with
δij and δij , respectively, whereas tangential indices are
raised and lowered with γab and γab, respectively.
We define the world sheet projections of the spacetime
covariant derivatives with Da := e
µ
aDµ, where Dµ is the
covariant derivative compatible with gµν . Let us now
consider the world sheet gradients of the basis vectors{
ea, n
i
}
, Daeb and Dan
i. Since (Daeb)x and
(
Dan
i
)
x
are defined for each x ∈ N , we can decompose each one
of these gradients into a tangential and a normal compo-
nent:
(Daeb)x = (∇aeb)x + ax (ea, eb) , (6)(
Dan
i
)
x
= ax
(
ea, n
i
)
+
(Dani)x , (7)
where we denote by ∇a the world sheet covariant deriva-
tive, by Da the world sheet covariant derivative defined
on fields transforming as tensors under normal frame ro-
tations and by ax the extrinsic curvature of the world
sheet. Writing the quantities Daeb and Dan
i with re-
spect to the basis vectors
{
ea, n
i
}
, equations (6) and (7)
become:
Daeb = γ
c
abec −Kiabni, (8)
Dan
i = Kiace
c + ωija nj. (9)
These kinematical expressions, generalizing the classi-
cal Gauss-Weingarten equations, describe completely the
extrinsic geometry of the world sheet.
The γcab are the connection coefficients compatible with
the world sheet metric γij :
γcab = g (Daeb, e
c) = γcba. (10)
The quantity Kiab is the ith extrinsic curvature of the
world sheet:
Kiab = −g
(
Daeb, n
i
)
= Kiba. (11)
The normal fundamental form, or extrinsic twist poten-
tial, of the world sheet is defined by
ωija = g
(
Dan
i, nj
)
= −ωjia . (12)
Equations (8) and (9) will help us find a relationship
between the curvature tensor of spacetime M and the
curvature tensor of world sheet N . By definition the
Riemann tensor of the spacetime covariant derivative Dα
is given by:
R (eα, eβ) eγ = Dα (Dβeγ)−Dβ (Dαeγ)−D[α,β]eγ (13)
Thus, taking advantage of Gauss - Weingarten equations
(8-9) we derived the Gauss - Codazzi, Codazzi - Mainardi
and Ricci integrability conditions:
g (R (eb, ea) ec, ed) = Rabcd −KiacKbdi +KiadKbci,
g
(
R (eb, ea) ec, n
i
)
= DaKibc −DbKiac,
g
(
R (eb, ea)n
i, nj
)
= Ωijab −KiacKcjb +KibcKcja .
We use the notation g (R (Y1, Y2)Y3, Y4) =
RαβγδY
α
2 Y
β
1 Y
γ
3 Y
δ
4 . R
α
βγδ is the Riemannian curva-
ture tensor of spacetime, whereas Rabcd is the Riemann
tensor of the world sheet covariant derivative ∇a, and
Ωijab is the curvature associated with ω
ij
a .
III. DEFORMATION IN THE IMBEDDING
Let us now consider the neighboring n-dimensional sur-
face N ′ described by a deformation of N :
yµ = yµ (xa) + δyµ (xa) . (14)
According to [8] this situation can be investigated by
examining the behaviour of a congruence of curves with
3tangent vector ~V . These curves could represent the his-
tories of small test particles, in which case they would be
geodesics. Suppose λ (t) is a curve with tangent vector
~δ = (∂/∂t)λ. Then one may construct a family λ (t, s) of
curves by moving each point of the curve λ (t) a distance
s along the integral curves of ~V . If one now defines ~δ as
(∂/∂t)λ(t,s) it follows that the Lie brackets
[
~δ, ~V
]
is equal
to zero (also the Lie derivative, L~V
~δ, is zero), so because
we deal only with torsion-free connections we take the
equality
D~δ
~V = D~V
~δ. (15)
One may interpret ~δ as representing the separation of
points equal distances from some arbitrary initial points
along two neighbouring curves. If one adds a multiple of
~V to ~δ then this vector will represent the separation of
points on the same two curves but at different distances
along the curves.
Let us choose λ (t = 0, s) as a curve belonging to N ,
then λ (t, s) describe a curve in the neighboring surface
N ′. Thus we can define ~δ = (∂/∂t)λ as the deformation
vector field (~δ = δy) and decomposing it with respect to
the spacetime basis
{
ea, n
i
}
, we take
~δ = Φaea +Φ
ini. (16)
The tangential projection can always be identified with
the action of a world-sheet diffeomorphism, δµ = Φayµ,a,
and so will subsequently be ignored. The physically ob-
servable measure of the deformation is therefore provided
by the projection of ~δ orthogonal to N , characterized by
the p scalar fields Φi.
The displacement δµ = δyµ in the embedding induces
a displacement in both the tangent basis {ea}and normal
basis {ni}. In light of the discussion above, let ~δ = Φini,
and consider the gradients of {ea} and {ni} along the
vector field δµ, defined with Dδ.
We can always expand Dδea and Dδni with respect to
the spacetime basis {ea, ni}, in a way analogous to the
Gauss -Weingarten equations as
Dδea = βabe
b + Jajn
j , (17)
Dδni = −Jaiea + γijnj. (18)
Comparison (17) with the Gauss equation (8) shows that
the quantity βab, defined by
βab = g (Dδea, eb) = βba, (19)
appears in the same position as γcab. The quantities Jaj
are defined by
Jaj = g (Dδea, nj) , (20)
and appear in the same position as Kiab in (8,9). We
note that βab transforms as a scalar under normal frame
rotations, whereas Jaj transforms as a vector.
The normal projection of Dδni,
γij = g (Dδni, nj) = −γji, (21)
is a new structure we have not encountered already. In
contrast to βab and Jaj , however, there is no simple rela-
tionship between γij and deformations of the world sheet.
The analogy between (18) and (9) suggests a role for γij
analogous to ωija . For this purpose we introduce a covari-
ant deformation derivative as follows
DδΨi = DδΨi + γ
j
iΨj. (22)
Equation (18) can then be written in the form
Dδni = −Jaiea. (23)
Using (15), it is easy to show that
βab = g (Dδea, eb) = g
(
Da~δ, eb
)
= g
(
Dan
i, eb
)
Φi
= KiabΦi, (24)
and
Jaj = g (Dδea, nj) = g
(
Da~δ, nj
)
= g
(
Dan
i, nj
)
Φi +∇aΦj
= ωija Φi +∇aΦj
= DaΦj . (25)
The deformation in the induced metric on N is just twice
βab:
Dδγab = Dδg (ea, eb) = 2g (ea, Dδeb)
= 2βab = 2K
i
abΦi. (26)
Let us now evaluate the deformation of the extrinsic
curvatures, DδK
i
ab. Using its definition we have that
DδK
i
ab = −g
(
Dδn
i, Daeb
)− g (ni, DδDaeb) . (27)
Using Eq. (23) and the Gauss equation (8), the first term
on the right-hand side is given by
− g (Dδni, Daeb) = γcabJ ic. (28)
The second term on the right-hand side can be developed
using the Ricci identity, as
4−g (ni, DδDaeb) = −g (ni, R(~δ, ea) eb)− g (ni, DaDδeb)
= −g (ni, R (nj , ea) eb)Φj −DaJ ib + βbc ·Kica + ωija · Jbj
= −g (ni, R (nj , ea) eb)Φj −DaDbΦi +Kbcj ·Kica · Φj ,
where in the last line we have used eqs. (25) and (24).
Therefore we find
DδK
i
ab =−DaDbΦi
+
[
g
(
ni, R (nj , ea) eb
)
+Kbcj ·Kica
]
Φj .
(29)
Note that the change of the extrinsic curvature under
an infinitesimal deformation of the world sheet involves
second derivatives of the scalar fields Φi.
IV. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section we apply the kinematical framework we
have presented to the derivation of the equations of mo-
tion of relativistic membranes of physical interest. The
action that we are going to use is the most simple gener-
ally covariant action one can associate with the surface,
proportional to the area swept out by N :
S = −σ
∫
N
dnx
√−γ. (30)
where γ = detγab and σ is the membrane tension. The
equations of motion are given by the extrema of S subject
to variations
yα = yα (xm) + δyα (xm) , (31)
so,
δS = −σ
∫
N
dnx
(
− 1
2
√−γ δγ
)
= −1
2
σ
∫
N
dnx
(√−γγabδγab) (32)
where we have used Jacobi’s formula, the rule for dif-
ferentiating a determinant. Eq. (26) tells us that the
quantity δγab is equal to
δγab = 2K
i
abΦi, (33)
remember we take into account only the projection of
variation δyα othogonal to N. Therefore from the varia-
tional principle δS = 0, the equations of motion are given
by
γab ·Kiab = 0. (34)
A. First order perturbations
In order to derive the equations of motion for first order
perturbations of a membrane, we simply have to consider
the linearization of eq.(34). This is done by writing the
perturbed quantities γ˜ab = γab+δγab and K˜iab = K
i
ab+
δKiab in eq. (34) and holding the first order terms:
γ˜abK˜iab = 0
γabKiab + δγ
abKiab + γ
abδKiab = 0
δγabKiab + γ
abδKiab = 0 (35)
The same result we derive taking the quadratic order
of action (30). Thus we should compute the quantity
δγab ·Kiab+γab ·δKiab. This is easy, using eqs. (26) and
(29) we have:
δγab ·Kiab + γab · δKiab =− 2KjabKiabΦj − γab · DaDbΦi
+ γab
[
g
(
ni, R (nj, ea) eb
)
+Kbcj ·Kica
]
Φj
=−△Φi + g (ni, R (nj , ea) ea) · Φj −Kbaj ·Kiba · Φj
where
△ = γab · DaDb (36)
and the equations of motion for the first order perturba-
tions take the form:
△Φi−g (ni, R (nj , ea) ea) ·Φj+Kbaj ·Kiba ·Φj = 0. (37)
5B. Second order perturbation
We continue to the derivation of the equations of mo-
tion for the second order perturbations in world-sheet,
which has not been obtained before. For this case, we
write yµ in the following way:
yµ = yµ (xa) + δyµ(1) (x
a) + δyµ(2) (x
a) . (38)
Since we are interested only in physical (transverse) per-
turbations, we have already said that δyµ = Φinµi . Thus,
by expanding up to second order the deformation vector
field ~δ′, we have:
~δ′ = (Φi +DδΦ
i)(ni +Dδni)
= Φini + (DδΦ
i)ni +Φ
iDδni
= Φini︸︷︷︸
~δ(1)
+Ψini +Φ
iDδni︸ ︷︷ ︸
~δ(2)
, (39)
so in compare with (38) we take
δyµ(2) (x
a) = Ψini +Φ
iDδni, (40)
with the new deformation vector to take the form:
~δ(2) = Ψini +Φ
iDδni. (41)
In (41) there is the first order perturbation of the normal
vector, Dδni, which is given from (18). We consider now
the gradients of {ea} and {ni} along the vector field δµ(2),
defined with Dδ(2) . We can expand Dδ(2)ea and Dδ(2)ni
with respect to the spacetime basis {ea, ni}, in a way
analogous to (17) and (18) respectively as
Dδ(2)ea = β
(2)
ab e
b + J
(2)
aj n
j, (42)
and
Dδ(2)ni = −J (2)ai ea + γ(2)ij nj . (43)
Quantity β
(2)
ab (6= βab) is defined by the relation
β
(2)
ab = g(Dδ(2)ea, eb) = β
(2)
ba (44)
and J
(2)
ai (6= Jai) by the relation
J
(2)
ai = g(Dδ(2)ea, ni). (45)
The quantities β
(2)
ab and J
(2)
ai can be expressed in terms
of scalar fields Ψi and Φi, in a way analogous to the
equations (24) and (25), considering the equation
Dδ(2)ea = Daδ
µ(2), (46)
which is the analogue for deformation vector field ~δ′ of
equation (15). Using (46), we show that:
β
(2)
ab = g(Dδ(2)ea, eb) = g(Daδ
µ(2), eb) =g(Da(Ψ
ini), eb) + g(Da(Φ
iDδni), eb)
=g(Dani, eb)Ψ
i − g(Da(ΦiJciec), eb)
=Kab
iΨi − γcb (∇aΦi) · (DcΦi)
− γcb [∇a(DcΦi)]Φi − g(γadced −Kajcnj , eb)ΦiJci
=Kab
iΨi − (∇aΦi) · (DbΦi)− [∇a(DbΦi)]Φi
− γdb · γadc · Φi(DcΦi) + ωiakΦk(DbΦi)− ωiakΦk(DbΦi)
=Kab
iΨi − (∇aΦi) · (DbΦi)− ωiakΦk(DbΦi)
− [∇a(DbΦi)]Φi − γabc · (DcΦi) · Φi − ωkai(DbΦk) · Φi
=Kab
iΨi − (DaΦi) · (DbΦi)− [Da(DbΦi)]Φi. (47)
and
J
(2)
ai = g(Dδ(2)ea, ni) = g(Daδ
µ(2), ni) =g(Da(Ψ
jnj), ni) + g(Da(Φ
jDδnj), ni)
=g(Danj , ni)Ψ
j + g((DaΨ
j)nj , ni)− g(Da(ΦjJcjec), ni)
=δki · ωajk ·Ψj +∇aΨi
− g(γaf c · ef −Kalc · nl, ni)ΦjJcj
=DaΨi + δli ·KalcJcjΦj
=DaΨi +Kaic(DcΦj)Φj (48)
In order to derive the equations of motion for second order perturbations of a membrane, we substitute the
6perturbed quantities γ˜ab = γab + δ(1)γab + δ(2)γab and
K˜iab = K
i
ab + δ
(1)Kiab + δ
(2)Kiab in eq. (34) and keep
the quadratic terms:
δ(2)γabKiab+γ
abδ(2)Kiab+(δ
(1)γab)(δ(1)Kiab) = 0 (49)
In order to proceed we have to evaluate the quantities
δ(2)γab and δ
(2)Kiab. Let us start with quantity δ
(2)γab =
Dδ(2)γab, of which all we need is eqn(47):
Dδ(2)γab = Dδ(2)g(ea, eb) =g(Dδ(2)ea, eb) + g(ea, Dδ(2)eb)
=2β
(2)
ab
=2Kab
iΨi − 2(DaΦi) · (DbΦi)
=− 2[Da(DbΦi)]Φi. (50)
We need also to obtain the quantity:
δ(2)Kiab = Dδ(2)Kab
i (51)
or
Dδ(2)Kab
i =−Dδ(2)g(Daeb, ni)
=− g(Dδ(2)Daeb, ni)− g(Daeb, Dδ(2)ni).
(52)
The first term on the right-hand side can be developed,
using the Ricci identity, as
−g(Dδ(2)Daeb, ni) = − g(R(δµ(2), ea)eb, ni)− g(DaDδ(2)eb, ni)
= − g(R(δµ(2), ea)eb, ni)−Da
[
g(Dδ(2)eb, n
i)
]
+ g(Dδ(2)eb, Dan
i)
= − g(R(δµ(2), ea)eb, ni)−∇aJ (2)b i + β(2)bc ·Kaci + ωaij · J (2)bj
= − g(R(nj, ea)eb, ni)Ψj + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni)Jhj Φj +Kbck ·KaciΨk
− (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo
−∇aJ (2)b i + ωaij · J (2)bj (53)
Using eq.(43), the second term on the right-hand side is given by
− g(Daeb, Dδ(2)ni) = γabc · J (2)c i. (54)
We find then that
Dδ(2)Kab
i =−∇aJ (2)b i + ωaij · J (2)bj + γabc · J (2)c i
+Kbc
k ·KaciΨk − (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo
− g(R(nj , ea)eb, ni)Ψj + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni)Jhj Φj
=−DaJ (2)b i +Kbck ·KaciΨk − g(R(nj , ea)eb, ni)Ψj
− (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni)Jhj Φj
=−DaDbΨi −Da
[
Kb
ic(DcΦj)Φj
]
+Kbck ·KaciΨk − g(R(nk, ea)eb, ni)Ψk
− (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni) · (DhΦj) · Φj
=−DaDbΨi +Kbck ·KaciΨk − g(R(nk, ea)eb, ni)Ψk
− [DaKbic] (DcΦj)Φj −Kbic [Da(DcΦj)] Φj −Kbic(DcΦj) (DaΦj)
− (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni) · (DhΦj) · Φj (55)
7So, substituting the results into the eq.(49) we find the
second order equation of motion in the form:
△Ψi +Kcka ·KaciΨk + g(R(nk, eb)eb, ni)Ψk = F i (56)
where the source F i is given in terms of the first order
perturbations
F i =2 (DaDbΦi)KabjΦj − 2KabjΦjKbckΦkKica
− 2KabjΦjg
(
ni, R (nk, ea) eb
)
Φk (57)
It should be mentioned that only the mixed term of the
equation (49) has contributed to the source F i.
Even when the background geometry is flat so that
Rαβγδ = 0, eq.(56) is extremely complicated, involving
scalars in the extrinsic geometry (Kiba and ω
ji
a ) in combi-
nations which, it appears, cannot be eliminated in favor
of intrinsic geometric scalars. If we can choose our nor-
mal vectors such that all but one of them, for example,
n1, are parallel transported along any curve on the world
sheet,
Dan
i = 0, (58)
then ωjia = 0 for all i and j, because of its antisymmetry
with respect to normal indices. In addition, the condi-
tions eq.(58) imply that the only linear combination of
extrinsic curvature tensors which is nonvanishing is the
one that corresponds to the exceptional normal direction:
Kiba = 0, i = 2, . . . , p. (59)
These conditions are consistent with a reasonably large
class of geometries. Any defect in Minkowski space which
lies in a n-dimensional plane will satisfy these conditions.
A n-dimensional defect in de Sitter space with p−1 fixed
meridians will also satisfy eqs.(59). A less trivial example
satisfying eqs.(59) is a string in Schwarzchild space on a
fixed meridian [7].
Let us suppose, in addition, one more simplification
which occurs whenever p = 2, an example of which is
provided by a string in any four-dimensional manifold.
For then, the coupling between the two scalar field com-
ponents vanishes. Equation (56) then reduces to the form
of a Klein-Gordon equation:
γΨ
i + V iΨi = F i, i = 1, 2 (60)
where  = γab∇a∇b is the dAlambertian, with
V1 = KacKac + γabyµ,ayν,bRµανβnα1nβ1 (61)
V2 = γabyµ,ayν,bRµανβnα2nβ2 (62)
and the source F i:
F1 = 2KabΦ1
(
∇a∇b −KbcKca − yµ,ayν,bRµανβnα1nβ1
)
Φ1
F2 = 0 (63)
∇a is the strings world-sheet covariant derivative.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied membranes of arbitrary
dimension moving in any spacetime, using the pertur-
bative scheme of Garriga and Vilenkin [6]. We adopted
the kinematical framework of Capovilla and Guven [1]
in order to treat perturbations. Carter have also used
kinematical terms in order to study the dynamics of rel-
ativistic brane models [3]. The physical measure of the
first and second order perturbations of yµ is given by two
distinct scalar fields, which both live on the world sheet.
Our results for the equations of motion and the first order
equations of motion are in agreement with the indepen-
dently obtained results in a number of papers [1, 7, 10].
The expression we derived for the second order equations
of motion is compact and can be seen as nontrivially cou-
pled scalar wave equations for a multiplet of scalar field,
with a variable mass that depends on a particular projec-
tion of the curvature of spacetime and on the extrinsic
geometry. It also has a source term which is given in
terms of the first order perturbations.
It is highly interesting to apply our result to strings
moving in curved spacetime in order to study, in a precise
manner, the string behavior near the black hole horizon,
issues first raised by Susskind [11]. Along these lines it
has already been studied [9] an oscillating circular string
in Schwarzchild background to zeroth and first order. In
this work it was calculated both the radial and angular
spreading of the string, as the string approaches the black
hole horizon. It was found that the radial spreading is
suppressed by the Lorentz contraction and the string ap-
pears (to an asymptotic observer) as wrapping around
the event horizon. We plan to calculate and include the
second order terms and thus analyze how the string os-
cillators spread over the event horizon in a future paper.
Notice that the second order perturbations are necessary
for a consistent discussion of the energy. Hopefully we
might understand the entropy of the black hole in terms
of string degrees of freedom.
Appendix
computation of γabDδ(2)Kab
i:
8γabDδ(2)Kab
i =γab
[−DaDbΨi +Kbck ·KaciΨk − g(R(nk, ea)eb, ni)Ψk]+
γab
[− [DaKbic] (DcΦj)Φj −Kbic [Da(DcΦj)] Φj −Kbic(DcΦj) (DaΦj)]
γab
[−(DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kaci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KaciΦo + g(R(eh, ea)eb, ni) · (DhΦj) · Φj]
=− △˜Ψi +Kcka ·KaciΨk − g(R(nk, eb)eb, ni)Ψk
− [DaKaic] (DcΦj)Φj −Kaic [Da(DcΦj)] Φj −Kaic(DcΦj) (DaΦj)
− (DbΦl) · (DcΦl) ·Kbci − [Db(DcΦo)] ·KbciΦo + g(R(eh, eb)eb, ni) · (DhΦj) · Φj
=− △˜Ψi +Kcka ·KaciΨk − g(R(nk, eb)eb, ni)Ψk
− 2Kaic(DcΦj)
(DaΦj)− 2Kaic [Da(DcΦj)] Φj
− [DcKbbi] (DcΦj)Φj (A.1)
computation of
(
Dδ(2)γ
ab
)
Kab
i:
(
Dδ(2)γ
ab
)
Kab
i =
[−2KabiΨi + 2(DaΦi) · (DbΦi) + 2[Da(DbΦi)]Φi]Kabi
=− 2Kabj ·KabiΨj + 2(DaΦj) · (DbΦj)Kabi + 2[Da(DbΦj)]KabiΦj (A.2)
computation of
(
Dδγ
ab
) (
DδKab
i
)
:(
Dδγ
ab
) (
DδKab
i
)
=
[−2KabjΦj] [−DaDbΦi + [g (ni, R (nk, ea) eb)+Kbck ·Kica]Φk]
=2DaDbΦiKabjΦj − 2KabjΦjg
(
ni, R (nk, ea) eb
)
Φk
− 2KabjΦjKbck ·KicaΦk (A.3)
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